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REDEVELOPMENT OPTIONS
Providing a stand -alone dedicated 

wellness hub as part of YMCA's 

redevelopment was an important 

move for the future of the YMCA 

fitness, health and wellness sector of 

the organisation last month.

The move will see specialised 

rehabilitation services, exercise 

physiologists and programmes 

developed to support those who have 

had a health crisis like cancer, stroke, 

cardiac events or any illness before 

they are well enough to participate in 

community exercise programmes.

There are lots of people doing amazing 

things but Gisborne doesn't have a 

purpose built facility to provide the 

expertise and care people need if they 

have come out of hospital, surgery or 

injury and not quite ready to go back 

into the community.

With over 80,000 people using YMCA 

facilities in the past year, it's important 

that the YMCA redevelopment 

be included in the council's local 

recreational plan.

Alongside specialised rehabilitation, 

the YMCA want to investigate 

opportunities like Ninja Warrior, 

and Clip n Climb that will attract 

schools, corporate use and visitors and 

provide feasible opportunities for the 

community.

With amazing plans to introduce 

completely new activities for our 

community, the YMCA is excited to 

investigate how redevelopment can 

take the future of the YMCA to new 

heights and provide suitable and 

sustainable opportunities for all ages 

moving ahead.

It's important to include all aspects 

of the redevelopment, including the 

youth sector, health and wellness, 

education and the economic impact 

that it will have on our community, to 

ensure that we are here for many years 

to come.
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We all love FREE things and September was a great month to Spring into 

Summer early.

7 day FREE trial hit new highs and welcomed new members during our 

fantastic September offer.   

Combined with our Les Mills New Release week, our FREE Trial gave our new 

additions a perfect opportunity to taste a bit io everything fitness, before 

choosing what options and classes are best for them.

 

SPRING FEVER HITS THE Y 

A HOT WEEK FOR NEW RELEASE

We love all things new and with Les 

Mills New Release week, we had two 

new classes that hit our timetatble 

during September.

Les Mills New Release week 9th-15th 

September introduced two new classes 

to the timetable with BODYJAM taking 

Tuesday's 6:30pm spot and TONE 

filling Friday at 12:15pm and Saturday 

at 9am.

We hit the ground spinning with RPM 

up first and with all the energy in 

the room, it was a great start to New 

Release week.

Grit was demanding, but we got there 

and the group couldn't be more excited 

about the new music.  

Frauke shot straight into the new 

moves at the start of the week, finishing 

the New Release week off on a high 

with the new TONE class proving to be 

a popular addition to the timetable.

With over 30 Les Mills classes each 

week, along with the two new classes 

that have just been added, we're sure 

you will find a class that's just your 

thing, or maybe try one that you 

haven't before and reap the benefits of 

being active and staying active.
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Fifty is the new forty and at the Y we have fun no matter your age or ability 

so why not join one of our many senior classes and stay active and motivated 

everyday.

Maybe a light class, cup of tea and a chat is your style? - Great then Fifty's 

Forward is just your thing.

Do you want something a litte advanced, a higher intensity and faster pace?  

No worries , PrYme Movers has what you need.

Even if you're looking for quiet, slow paced balance and mobility options we have 

Tai Chi, BODYBALANCE and Heart Moves catering for rehabilitation, stroke and 

general wellbeing.

ACTIVE SENIOR INCENTIVES

HOW DO THEY DO IT IN AUSTRALIA?

With another great term to tick off the 

yearly planner, OSCAR has welcomed 

more new families to three of our 4 

programmes.

OSCAR Before, AfterSchool and 

Holiday Programmes are expanding 

their range of activities and adapting 

new concepts that OSCAR Manager 

Max Haraki and the planning team 

have recently developed and are 

excited to roll out over the next term.

Kaiti Afterschool Care is at full 

capacity with Trudy, Jade, Albeey 

and Dale ensuring that all 30 of the 

kids are  having afternoon fun every 

day, but with exciting new activities 

being added, we are sure to see the 

programme expand it's capacity and 

be able to offer more places onsite at 

Kaiti School.

Having had the recent privilege 

of going to Sydney YMCA last 

month, OSCAR Manager Max 

Haraki investigated Sydney's OSHC 

programmes and visited both St Marys 

and Burwood Public Schools.  OSHC 

is Australias equivilant of our OSCAR 

Prorgammes, operating under YMCAs 

core values.

With the St Marys site having their 

own area to operate the programme, 

their dedicated space caters for 80 

children with Burwood Public School, 

delivering from their hall and has 

capacity for  up to 130 children .

Burwood Public School operates 

on Wangal Country and YMCA  

acknowledge the Wangal people as the 

traditional custodians of the Burwood 

area and pay respects to Eora elders 

past and present, being committed to 

a positive future for the Aboriginal 

Community. 

The OSHC programme provide Before 

and Afterschool Care, and Vacation 

Care just as we do here in Gisborne and 

across other New Zealand YMCA's, so 

it's a perfect opportunity to see how 

other International YMCAs operate 

in their neck of the woods, learn new 

things but also collaborate.

Max also spent time with Kathy Gray, 

the Child Protection Manager and 

shared information regarding their 

policies, procedures and systems 

and had the opportunity to meet Phil, 

the newly appointed National Child 

Protection Manager. 

Building international relationships 

with YMCA Sydney has been a 

developmental opportunity to 

have moving forward in our plans 

to redevelop our own OSCAR 

Programmes and implement new and 

exciting ideas as we move towards 

2020.



Meet our latest addition to the YMCA Family, Fiona Fagg, who has joined both 

the OSCAR After School and Holiday Programmes as well as our Y Kids Early 

Childcare Centre.

Fiona comes with a wealth of knowledge in the hospitality industry, bringing 

some important culinary  skills to the OSCAR Programme each day.  Fiona 

has taken on the role as snack and kitchen co-ordinator whipping up some 

amazing goodies for our Afternoon OSCAR programme.

In addition to her role in OSCAR, Fiona is also being chucked in the deep end 

of the pool (excuse the pun), as swimming support and driver for Y Kids  Early 

Childcare 
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OSCAR WELCOMES FIONA

SPRING FUN LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Wizz, bang, pop, the holidays were 

non stop.  It was another fantastic two 

weeks of fun and adventure with over 

40 amazing activities offered for ages 

5-13,  we had the holidays on lock.

The weather played it's part for most 

of the 10 day programme, but we didn't 

let the rain dampen our spirits with 

loads of inside options on hand to fill 

any wet day that sprung itself on us.
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Did you know that the YMCA Breakfast Ckub is like no other.  

It's FUN, it's EXCITING and we have fantastic team leaders running great 

games and activities for everyone, every week day for ages 5-13 years.

Yummy breakfast options, a huge range of activities and  the kids get 

chauffeured to their school gate with plenty of time to catch up with friends 

before the bell goes.

We make the mornings EASY, FUN and AFFORDABLE, whilst taking the rush 

out of your morning routine.   

 

HAVE BREKKY WITH OSCAR

 NEW TIMES
STARTS

6:45
am

BREAKFAST CLUB

YUMMY FOOD

AGES
5-13

WE ALSO DO AFTERSCHOOL CARE 

MON-FRI 6:45-8:45AM

SCHOOL

DROP
OFF

FROM

$12

LOADS OF FUN

WE DON'T DO BORED IN OSCAR
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When children are old enough to talk, they're old enough to try telling a story. 

Because they've been read to and told stories to, storytelling tends to grow 

naturally from some family activity. 

Little ones might like to tell a visitor the story of the enormous spider they 

saw, or tell the family the story of their favorite toy's adventures. As children 

become more comfortable with storytelling, it's fun to introduce more 

structured storytelling activities and games. 

One simple way to start your kids on a storytelling activity is to use a picture 

book you've just read. Go back through (some of) the book, but this time, 

substitute some elements. For instance, if the story is about three little pigs, 

make up a new story about three little penguins or three enormous lollipops. 

If your book is set in a supermarket, try swapping that setting to the moon or 

a forest. I like to be flexible and leave the book behind when kids don't need 

its support anymore. 

GROWING IMAGINATION

MELLOW YELLOW FOR CHARITY

Y Kids got into the spirit of Spring and 

wore all things yellow to support our 

national Daffodil Day.

All staff and children donned yellow, 

with some of our staff and kids looking 

like golden princesses.

All funds raised in the mellow yellow 

day were donated to our local Cancer 

Society, and we were so proud of our 

contributions on the day.
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It's almost complete, we're just waiting for our amazing new Archgola and then 

our amazing new deck area will be the best space ever all year round.

Phase one and two of Y Kids outdoor makeover have been completed with the 

deck and rails installed and already been put to good use, along with the new 

sandpit taking pride of place just off to the side of the new deck and stairs.

 Phase three includes the new Archgola going over the deck and phase four 

incorporating a new raised playhouse, slide and garden area finishing off what 

is fast becoming one of the best outdoor spaces to compliment one of the best 

Early Childcare Centres in town.

MASTER CHEFS IN THE MAKING

DECKED OUT FOR SPRING

Weekly make and bake sessions every 

Tuesday are a highlight for our little 

ones at Y Kids and the staff have been 

teaching the kids how to create some 

pretty yummy treats.  

I'm not sure where my invite is but 

from the photos, it's clear to see there 

won't be any leftovers for me to taste 

test even if I was invited.
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Dr Joe McQuillan is a Gisborne born and raised exercise physiologist who 

has provided sports science support to numerous high-performance sporting 

teams and national sport organisations including Cycling New Zealand, 

Triathlon New Zealand, Canoe Racing New Zealand, New Zealand Breakers 

and Basketball New Zealand. 

Joe gained his undergraduate, masters, and PhD degrees through AUT 

University. 

His PhD investigated the effectiveness of nitrate supplementation, by way of 

beetroot juice, on high-intensity cycling performance. 

TAKING RISING LEGENDS HIGHER

Having worked as both a strength 

and conditioning trainer and 

an exercise physiologist, Joe’s 

professional expertise includes the 

use of physiological measures to 

track changes in energy availability 

and athletic performance, program 

planning/periodisation, use of 

recovery modalities, and strength and 

power development for endurance and 

team sport athletes. 

Now that's a lot to take in one sentence, 

and Joe's commitment to strength and 

conditioning is second to none.

Joe’s own competitive athletic 

background includes road cycling, 

surf life-saving, triathlon, rugby and 

football. 

Being passionate in the growing but 

low-profile area of relative energy 

deficiency in sport (RED-S) as it relates 

to athletic performance and athlete 

health, Joe is dedicated to his field 

of expertise and loves that working 

with Tairawhiti Rising Legends gives 

him a perfect platform to support our 

budding sports stars in their chosen 

sports.

Joe is also interested in assessment 

of metabolic health and the use of 

diet strategies for improved health 

outcomes, and enjoys the commitment 

his students have to their training 

regimes.  Training is hard work 

and when you add the pressure of 

competing, it's our Legends that need 

all the support and guidance we can 

provide them.

For the past 5 years, Joe was employed 

by the University of Waikato as a 

lab manager at the Avantidrome 

SPORTS SCIENCE SUPPORT

in Cambridge and a sports science 

lecturer, a position he emersed himself 

in. During this time he assisted several 

NZ cyclists to achieve through testing 

and programming ‘world bests’ for the 

furthest distance cycled in 1 hour on 

an indoor cycling track. 

The NZ cyclists ranged in age from 

37 through to 72 years and all worlds 

best distances were achieved at the 

Avantidrome. 

Joe has extensive professional links 

to experts within the fields of strength 

and conditioning, under-fueling 

in sport, energy metabolism, and 

alternate dietary strategies and can 

draw on these to assist and support  

our Tairawhiti Rising Legends to 

set high standards and work hard to 

achieve their goals throughout their 

journey.
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Many people fall into one of two camps: those who love to lift weights and those 

who prefer spending hours on the cardio machines.

Whichever camp you fall into, now might be the time to dip your toes into the 

other arena. If you’re new to weight training, start simply with squats, planks, 

and dumbbell rows before graduating to heavier weights and more complex 

routines. 

If you’re more of a lifter, start with 15 minutes on the elliptical and gradually 

increase your duration until you’re really pushing it every time. By trading 

time in one discipline for time in the other, you’ll not only shake things up but 

you'll also complete a more rounded routine.

ADD STRENGTH TO THE MIX

TOP TIPS TO SPRING INTO SUMMER

CHANGE YOUR INTERVALS

While spring cleaning your workout 

routine can mean trying out entirely 

new activities, you don’t have to throw 

everything you love out the door. 

Instead, give a few new intervals a try. 

Switch more rapidly between cardio 

equipment, or simply choose a new 

course on your machine-- perhaps the 

“Endurance” option rather than the 

“Hills,” or vice versa.

SWITCH UP THE DURATION

Likewise, it can also be effective to play 

around with how often and for how 

long you’re working out. One week, 

go for two to three long workouts. 

The next, opt for short, intense 

sessions. The next, do something in-

between. Experimenting in this way 

will keep your workouts from getting 

too predictable, and will constantly 

challenge your body in new ways.

 TRY A DIFFERENT TIME

Always exercise in the afternoon? Get 

up with the early birds a few times this 

week and be amazed at all that you can 

get done before your first cup of coffee.

Alternatively, for morning workout 

aficionados, see for yourself how 

effective a post-work session at the 

gym can be for releasing all of that 

stress that’s built up over the day. 

Getting creative with your schedule 

will keep your workout out of the 

humdrum zone.

GIVE A FEW NEW CLASSES A WHIRL

Likewise, most good gyms offer 

classes throughout the year, with new 

schedules released for each season. If 

you’ve always wanted to try that yoga 

or Zumba class, now might be the time. 

Fitness instructors are good at what 

they do, and you’ll find working out 

with friends motivating. What have 

you got to lose?

SET A CHALLENGE WITH A RACE

You may enjoy running, swimming 

or biking on your own, but if your 

interest is waning, why not put all of 

that training to good use and enter 

a race? You’ll uncover a new wealth 

of motivation when you know your 

morning jog will help you through 

that 10K or half marathon, and you’ll 

be extra likely to jump into your cold 

local pool for a training session when 

you know it’s for a charity triathlon.

If you’ve always been a lone wolf, 

spring is the perfect time to become a 

more social animal.

A workout buddy is a quick way to 

inject enthusiasm and accountability 

into your daily routine, while a group 

training class will keep that heart 

pumping via new and interesting 

means.  You may even consider 

booking a personal trainer to keep you 

focused and on course.
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12 Medjool date, pitted

½ cup Toasted hazelnuts, or almonds

½ cup Coconut, desiccated or shredded

¼ Pumpkin seeds

¼ cup Sunflower seeds

Place all the ingredients, except the water, in a food processor and process until 

is well chopped and the mixture forms large clumps. 

Add the water if the mixture is too dry.

Roll tablespoonfuls of the mixture into balls, then roll in cacao powder.  

Keep in an airtight container in the fridge.

PEANUT BUTTER BLISS BALLS

WHAT OUR MODERN DIET DOES
“Eat your vegetables”, is no longer 

enough. Rather, “eat your organic, 

locally grown vegetables’’.

In an era where we are increasingly 

questioning where our food is coming 

from, a new book revealing the link 

between diet and cancer gives crucial 

evidence in favour of eating organic 

produce from your own back yard, or 

as close to it as possible.

Dr Brian A. Schaefer’s book, 

Salvestrols, Nature’s Defence against 

Cancer, explains the discovery of a 

food-based compound that produces 

anti-cancer agents, which suppress 

tumour growth. 

Considered “the most significant 

breakthrough in nutrition since the 

discovery of vitamins”, salvestrols, 

when consumed, are benign and 

selective (unlike conventional anti-

cancer agents) but then target cancer 

cells without harming healthy tissue 

and organs.

The natural production of these 

compounds occurs in plants as a 

defence against pathogens and 

infections, which happen when the 

fruit or vegetable is ripe. 

The problem is that in our modern 

diet, the presence of these compounds 

is severely depleted.

Where food is mass-produced, treated 

by pesticides to stop infections, and 

picked before ripe (to ensure it’s at its 

best when it reaches its destination 

for sale), salvestrols are rendered 

unnecessary, so fail to develop.

Research by British-based Professor 

Gerry Potter revealed produce in 

local supermarkets was desperately 

1 Tbsp Basil seeds, or chia seeds

3 Tbsp Crunchy peanut butter

2 Tbsp Cacao powder

3 Tbsp Cold water
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250 g Chocolate, dark or otherwise

1 small  Knob Butter

150 g Dried apricots, chopped  

100 g Banana chips, or use apple chips

150 g Mixed nuts, lightly crushed

Melt chocolate with the knob of butter.

Into a mixing bowl combine chopped dried apricots, banana or apple chips, 

lightly crushed mixed nuts, popcorn and orange zest. 

Add the chocolate and mix well.

Spread onto a sheet of baking paper, sprinkle with desiccated coconut or 

sesame seeds and chill. 

Break into small clusters to eat.

CHOCOLATE NUT CLUSTERS

CANCER AND YOUR MODERN DIET
deficient in salvestrols compared to 

organically produced food, where the 

compound was found in abundance.

Dr Schaefer, says, “The food industry 

does an awful lot of processing before 

we see it. 

While legislation states you can’t 

make any false claims about what’s in 

a product, so you can’t add anything 

to make it taste better, you can take a 

whole variety of things out. 

Take cranberry juice for example. 

Cranberries are very tart or bitter, 

and full of salvestrols. But the bitter 

component is taken out to alter 

the taste and in doing this, all the 

salvestrols are lost.”

So what can we do to up our intake? 

Aside from buying local organic 

produce, because salvestrols 

are found in the skin of fruit and 

vegetables, it’s recommended we try 

keeping that outer layer intact.

“You often see a parent peel an apple 

to give to their child. They’d be better 

to cut it up and leave the skin.” The 

book also suggests cooking carrots 

without peeling them.

When it comes to tending your 

own garden, Dr Schaefer says it’s 

important to try to plant heritage 

seeds. 

Newer varieties have been developed 

so they’re sweeter. Because 

salvestrols are bitter, fewer of them 

are found in these sweet variations.

“The great thing about this,” says 

Dr Schaefer of the discovery of 

salvestrols, “is you don’t have to 

paddle up the Amazon to find these 

things. You’ll find them in your own 

back yard".

It is hoped the work by Professor 

Potter and Professor Dan Burke, who 

lead salvestrol research, will mean in 

our lifetime, cancer will become as 

curable as the common cold.

3 large  handfuls Popcorn, more

1 Orange, zested

1  Sprinkle Desiccated   

coconut, or use sesame seeds



Rustic Spiced Apple Loaf
INGREDIENTS

½   cup Brown sugar
2   Tbsp Golden syrup
⅓ cup  Olive oil
2   Small Apples
1⅓ cups Rye flour
2 tsp  Baking powder
1  Egg
⅓ cup  Milk
1 Tbsp  Cinnamon
1 tsp  Nutmeg
1 tsp  Allspice
½ tsp  Cloves
1 handful Sliced almonds
1 Tbsp  Raw granulated sugar

METHOD

1. Preheat oven to 180. Peel, core and dice the apples into 1cm pieces. 

2. Place apple in a microwave proof bowl, add a tablespoon of water, cover and place in the microwave 

for 2 minutes until just tender.

3. Combine brown sugar, golden syrup and olive oil in a large mixing bowl and mix well until sugar 

begins to dissolve. 

4. Add the egg, mixing thoroughly until combined, add milk, mixing well.

5. In a seperate bowl combine dry ingredients, including spices. 

6. Drain any excess water from apples and toss through dry ingredients.

7. Add wet ingredients to dry and mix together thoroughly.

8. Pour mixture into a lined loaf tin. 

9. Spread over sliced almonds and sprinkle with sugar and a little extra cinnamon. 

10. Bake in the oven for 40 minutes or until a skewer comes out clean.

11. Serve slices warm or cold, smeared with a healthy slathering of butter.

HOW TO STORE CAKES & LOAVES

To stop cakes and loaves going mouldy, avoid storing the cakes in lidded plastic containers. 

Heat and condensation can easily build up inside them and  that’s what starts the mould process. 

Try using a good old-fashioned cake tin with a secure lid, and wrap your cakes in tinfoil before storing 

them. 

You could also try making smaller cakes during summer when  many people tend to have less of an 

appetite.

RECIPES COURTESY OF BITE.CO.NZ


